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Abstract
A major issue in Bantu morphophonology is how to get the right tones in the right ‘cells’ in the
verb paradigm. In many Bantu languages, grammatical tones are assigned to different positions
in the verb stem depending on inflectional features of tense, aspect, mood (TAM), polarity and
clause type: The same TAM may assign different tones (and different segmental allomorphs)
in the affirmative vs. negative and in main vs. relative clauses. Although such ‘melodic tones’
(Odden & Bickmore 2014) are typically restricted to the verb stem (root + suffixes), often also
the domain of vowel harmony and other segmental phonology, both the presence and mapping
of grammatical tones within the stem cannot be determined without reference to the prefixal
inflectional marking of subject, negation, TAM and object which precede the stem. In this
article, we discuss three cases in Ekegusii, a Bantu language of Kenya, that require the stem
assigned grammatical tones to look ‘outward’ to morphological and phonological properties of
such prefixes: (1) differential mapping according to whether the prestem tonebearing unit is
toneless, a derived H(igh) (fromHtone spreading), or underlyingly /H/ (Bickmore 1997, 1999);
(2) presence of an object prefix in imperative and subjunctive forms and (3) initial/final tone
agreement between the subject prefix and the final vowel of the verb (cf. Rolle & Bickmore
(2022). We will show that Ekegusii provides extensive evidence that both the presence of
grammatical Hs and their specific mapping, while targeting the stem (root + suffixes), must be
‘globally’ calculated on the basis of the entire morphosyntactic structure of the verb (including
features exponed by prefixes).
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1. Introduction

Most Bantu languages have a binary underlying tonal contrast, analysed as either
H(igh) vs. L(ow) or H vs. ∅, both of which have also been proposed for ProtoBantu
(Greenberg 1948; Meeussen 1967, [1969] 1980; Coupez 1983 vs. Stevick 1969).
The simplicity of the underlying contrast is, however, quite deceptive. As is well
known, /H/ (and occasionally /L/) tones are subject to complex tonal alternations at
the word and phrase levels. Nowhere is this more evident than in the verb tonology,
where the individual morphs and morphosyntactic features interact to produce a
tonal output at the word level which may then be subject to further (often opaque)
modification depending on clause type, prosodic domain and/or intonation (see Marlo
2013 for a comprehensive overview). Such is the case in Ekegusii [ISO: guz], a
language of Kenya designated as JE42 in the Guthrie referential classification of
Bantu languages (Maho 2009). Based on the traditional structure of the Bantu verb in
(1) (Meeussen 1967), many Bantu languages exclude prefixes from stemlevel vowel
height harmony, nasal consonant harmony and prosodic morphology.

(1) word

prestem

inflectional prefixes

stem

base

[ [ root  derivational suffixes ]

FV

 inflectional final suffix ]
As a result, there have been analyses of the sort in Mutaka (1994), where Bantu

stem morphology and phonology precede wordlevel morphology and phonology
in a stratum 1–stratum 2 procedure in the framework of Lexical Phonology and
Morphology (Kiparsky 1982). It has also been attractive to view the verb root plus
suffixes as a prosodic stem (Downing 1999), with prefixes being added outside (later)
to form the prosodic word. The key issue is whether stemassigned grammatical
tones can be treated the same way – or whether they are different from vowel height
harmony, etc. In this article, we have two goals. First, we will demonstrate that tone
is different: Although grammatical H(igh) tones are assigned to the stem in Ekegusii,
the exact realisation of these Hs crucially depends on access to the phonology and
morphology of the full word. Second, we will expand the coverage of tonal patterns
beyond previous studies. The article is organised as follows: After presenting verb
forms without a grammatical H in §2, in §§3–5, we further document Bickmore’s
(1997, 1999) three tone patterns (TP I–III) in which different H tone mappings depend
on the tone of the immediate prestem prefix. In §6, we add three other tone patterns
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(TP IV–VI) and show that the imperative verb stem also needs to look outward to
see if there is an object prefix (= TP V) or not (= TP VI). The third example of
‘outwardlooking’ tone assignments in §7 concerns initial/final tone agreement: In
certain relative clause forms, the tone of the final vowel of the stem must agree with
the tone of the subject prefix. We conclude in §8 with further evidence that the exact
realisation of stem tone depends ‘globally’ on all of the morphosyntactic properties of
the verb, including those exclusively realised on the prestem.1

2. Verb stems lacking a grammatical H

As in many Bantu languages, Ekegusii verb roots can either have a lexical /H/ on their
first mora or be toneless. While our attention will be on the mapping of grammatical
Hs on the verb stem, not all tenses, aspects, moods (TAMs) assign a grammatical H.
To illustrate, we start with the prehodiernal narrative past tense marked by the toneless
prefix /ka/ (which dissimilates to ga before a voiceless consonant) in (2).2

(2) a. tokarɔra ‘we saw’
tokaruta ‘we threw’
togasibora ‘we untied’
togasiborerana ‘we untied for each other’
togasɔɔma ‘we read’
togasɔɔmɛrana ‘we read to/for each other’

b. tokaríá ‘we ate’
tokarúgá ‘we cooked’
tokarómá ‘we bit’
togasúgúma ‘we pushed’
togasúgúmerana ‘we pushed to/for each other’

1The material presented in this study is based on the speech of the second author (henceforth HK),
who was born in Ititi (a village East of Marani), where she lived until 21 years old. Hildah served as the
linguistic consultant in an undergraduate field methods course at UC Berkeley in Spring 2021, which we
have followed up with at least 50 hours of investigation into the Ekegusii verb paradigm, which included
a comprehensive investigation of 24 TAMs of Ø and /H/ verb bases of different lengths occurring in the
affirmative and negative of main and relative clauses, occurring in 80 filled cells in the Ekegusii verb
paradigm (see the Appendix). We would like to thank the stimulating Linguistics 140 class participants,
who were also thrilled to work with the second author on their own projects. Finally, we are grateful to two
anonymous reviewers and especially to Nik Rolle for extensive comments and suggestions on the original
submission. Previous work on Ekegusii tone and verb structure that has been consulted includes Whiteley
(1960), Kingston (1983), Bickmore (1997, 1999), Cammenga (2002), Nash (2011) and Bosire & Machogu
(2013), the last of which was, at the time of writing, also available online with most of the lexical entries
recorded.

2In (2) and subsequent sets of data, we provide morphemebymorpheme glossing only for the last
example, which will be applicable to other forms. We first present the tone patterns on forms with a toneless
root, then those on forms with a /H/ root, both arranged by shorter to longer verb bases. The abbreviations
SP (subject prefix) and OP (object prefix) are followed by a numeral indicating noun class, e.g. 2 for human
plural class 2 ba ‘they/them’ or 7 for singular inanimate class 7 ke (∼ kɛ, ge, gɛ) ‘it’. Other abbreviations
include TAM (tenseaspectmood), NEG (negative), APPL (applicative), REC (reciprocal), FV (inflectional final
vowel), AUG (augment), FOC (focus), INF (infinitive) and HAB (habitual).
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tokabwáata ‘we caught’
tokabwááterana ‘we caught for each other’
1PLTAMcatchAPPLRECFV

As seen, Ekegusii is analysed with a privative /H/ vs. ∅ tonal contrast, where H is
marked with an acute accent and L is unmarked.3 In (2a), the verb roots are toneless, as
is the subject prefix (SP) to ‘we’ (1PL) and the inflectional final vowel (FV) a.Hence,
all of the tonebearing units receive a default L pitch. In (2b), the roots have a /H/ on
their first vowel which triggers bounded Htone spreading (HTS) onto the following
vowel to produce two H moras in succession. The one exception is tokabwáata ‘we
caught’, which instead shows a HL falling pitch pattern on its long vowel (cf. toga
kóora ‘we finished’). The reason for this is that there is a constraint against a word
final long CV́V́CV sequence in the language (*bwááta, *kóóra). A level H tone is
realised prepenultimately on the longer form tokabwááterana ‘we caught for each
other’ which contains a sequence of applicative (APPL) er plus reciprocal (REC) an.4

Another environment where there is no suffixal H is the infinitive marked by
toneless ko (∼ kɔ), realised as go (∼ gɔ) before a voiceless consonant:

(3) a. kɔrɔra ‘to see’
koruta ‘to throw’
gosibora ‘to untie’
gosiborerana ‘to untie for each other’
gɔsɔɔma ‘to read’
gɔsɔɔmɛrana ‘to read for each other’

b. koríá ‘to eat’
korúgá ‘to cook’
korómá ‘to bite’
gosúgúma ‘to push’
gosúgúmerana ‘to push to/for each other’
kobwáata ‘to catch’
kobwááterana ‘to catch for each other’
INFcatchAPPLRECFV

The above isolated forms are important, since several TAMs are built on the
infinitive. In some of these, the infinitive prefix /ko/ is preceded by a /H/ which

3The few monosyllabic stems with /CV/ roots are all realised H, including ‘grind’ and ‘fall’, which
reconstruct as nonH (cf. Bickmore 1997: 267, fn. 3): gosíá ‘to grind’, kogwá ‘to fall’. Although there
is variation, when further suffixed, these two verbs can appear with either the /H/ or ∅ tone pattern, e.g.
kogwérana ∼ kogweerana ‘to fall on each other’ (with the indicated vowel length difference). There
also is a downstepped ↓ H which occasionally arises in surface outputs, particularly between the initial
‘augment’ vowel and a H that follows, e.g. ó↓ mwááná ‘child’, from /ómoána/. In emphasised speech,
HK pronounces the augment with a short falling tone [ômwá:ná].

4When the penultimate long vowel is followed by another word, unless there is a pause, the falling tone
becomes a H tone, e.g. tokabwááta ríito ‘we caught a leaf’, showing that the constraint against final
*H:L is phrasebased. See also Nash (2011: 94), who proposes a rule of Long Penultimate High Delinking.
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triggers HTS. An example is the subject relative affirmative habitual, where the initial
/á/ is the Bantu augment (AUG) required when the relative form occurs without a head
noun, and /bá/ is the human plural class 2 subject prefix (SP). The prefix length is
from the following underspecified habitual prefix /V́/ whose /H/ spreads onto the ko
infinitive prefix (cf. ébííkɔ́rɔra ‘the ones (class 8) which see’ from /ébíV́/):

(4) a. ábáákɔ́rɔra ‘the ones who see’
ábáákóruta ‘the ones who throw’
ábáágósibora ‘the ones who untie’
ábáágósiborerana ‘the ones who untie for each other’
ábáágɔ́sɔɔma ‘the ones who read’
ábáágɔ́sɔɔmɛrana ‘the ones who read for each other’

b. ábáákória ‘the ones who eat’
ábáákórugá ‘the ones who cook’
ábáákóromá ‘the ones who bite’
ábáágósúgúma ‘the ones who push’
ábáágósúgúmerana ‘the ones who push to/for each other’
ábáákóbwáata ‘the ones who catch’
ábáákóbwááterana ‘the ones who catch for each other’
AUGSP2HABINFcatchAPPLRECFV

There is no complication in (4a), where the verb stem is toneless. In the first three
examples of (4b), however, we see that the first syllable of the stem is unexpectedly L.
In Bickmore’s (1997: 285) analysis, the wordfinal input H of /rúga/ and /rúma/ first
undergoes HTS to derive rúgá and rúmá, which then become rugá and rumá
by delinking of the H from the root vowel. We will see a second process of rootinitial
H delinking in (11b).5

Before moving on to consider Bickmore’s three grammatical H tone patterns, note
first the infinitive tone patterns occurring with the OPs ke/ge (∼ kɛ/gɛ) ‘it (class
7)’ and to (∼ tɔ) ‘us’ (1PL) in (5).
(5) a. gɔkɛrɔra ‘to see it’

gokeruta ‘to throw it’
kogesibora ‘to untie it’
gotogesiborer a ‘to untie it for us’
kɔgɛsɔɔma ‘to read it’
gɔtɔgɛsɔɔmɛra ‘to read it to/for us’

5An alternative to HTS plus delinking would be tonal displacement of the root H of a CVCV verb stem
onto the FV (Bickmore 1999: 148). Since initial stem H delinking elsewhere occurs on longer verb forms
(see (11b)), we will assume Bickmore’s 1997 interpretation. However, in the case of monosyllabic stems, it
should be noted that the delinked H is not available to relink onto a following word. Thus, compare ábáá
kórugá bótukó ‘the ones who cook at night’, where the H spreads from the FV /á/ onto botúkó ‘at night’,
triggering delinking of the initial H of túkó,with ábáágósia botúkó ‘the ones who grind at night’, where
botúkó is realised without modification. The H of /sía/ is thus presumably deleted at the word level.
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b. gokeríá ‘to eat it’
gokerúgá ‘to cook it’
gokerómá ‘to bite it’
kogesúgúma ‘to push it’
gotogesúgúmera ‘to push it to/for us’
gokebwáata ‘to catch it’
gotokebwááter a ‘to catch it for us’
INF1PLOP7catchAPPLFV

The only difference from (4) concerns the nonapplication of steminitial H delink
ing in the first three examples in (5a), since a preceding H is required. The same is
seen in the subject relative affirmative habitual: /∅/ roots are again unaffected by an
OP in (6a), while the presence of a toneless OP removes the need for steminitial H
delinking in the first three examples of (6b).
(6) a. ábáágɔ́kɛrɔra ‘the ones who see it’

ábáágókeruta ‘the ones who throw it’
ábáákógesibora ‘the ones who untie it’
ábáágótogesiborera ‘the ones who untie it for us’
ábáákɔ́gɛsɔɔma ‘the ones who read it’
ábáágɔ́tɔgɛsɔɔmɛra ‘the ones who read it for us’

b. ábáágókeríá ‘the ones who eat it’
ábáágókerúgá ‘the ones who cook it’
ábáágókerómá ‘the ones who bite it’
ábáákógesúgúma ‘the ones who push it’
ábáágótogesúgúmera ‘the ones who push it to/for us’
ábáágókebwáata ‘the ones who catch it’
ábáágótokebwáátera ‘the ones who catch it for us’
AUGSP2TAMINF1PLOP7catchAPPLRECFV

The above examples firmly establish that OPs are underlyingly toneless in Ekegusii.
While this barely affects verb stems lacking a grammatical H or the tone pattern in the
next section, the presence of an OP has important consequences in the tone patterns
in §4 and §5.

3. Bickmore’s Tone Pattern I

As mentioned, Bickmore identifies three different suffixal H tone patterns which he
predicts from the tone of the prestem prefix. These will be exemplified here and in
the following two sections. As seen in the following main clause affirmative habitual
forms, TP I maps the suffixal H from the second mora (M2) to the FV of the verb stem,
a pattern which will be referred to as M2F.6

6This is the pattern that Meeussen (1961) reconstructs with an FV /á/, whose H spreads leftwards to
the second stem mora. Such H tone assignment patterns are known as ‘melodic tones’ in Bantu (Odden &
Bickmore 2014).
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(7) a. tɔrɔrá ‘we see’
torutá ‘we throw’
tosibórá ‘we untie’
tosibóréráná ‘we untie for each other’
tɔsɔ́ɔ́má ‘we read’
tɔsɔɔmɛ́ráná ‘we read for each other’

b. tosíá ‘we grind’
torúgá ‘we cook’
torómá ‘we bite’
tosúgúmá ‘we push’
tosúgúméráná ‘we push to/for each other’
tobwáátá ‘we catch’
tobwáátéráná ‘we catch for each other’
1PLcatchAPPLRECFV

In TP I, the analytic problems are relatively minor and concern only the toneless
root pattern. First, one has to decide how to keep the suffixal H frommapping onto the
initial root mora. To solve this, Bickmore (1997: 279, 1999: 127) proposes a diacritic
accent on the second stem mora (M2) of TAMs that receive a suffixal H.7 Assuming
that the suffixal H of TP I wants to link to all available stem moras, the function of the
accent is both to attract and stop the suffixal H from going any further. Thus, the first
mora (M1) remains ∅ in (7a).

Bickmore does not discuss roots with a long vowel, but as seen in the forms of
‘read’, there is an issue, since the initial stem syllable of tɔsɔ́ɔ́má ‘we read’ is
H, while it is ∅ in tɔsɔɔmɛ́ráná ‘we read for each other’. The generalisation is
that the M2H successfully links to the long vowel if it is in penultimate position
(sɔɔ́má); otherwise, the H begins on the third mora (sɔɔmɛ́ráná). This difference
is completely general: toráámá ‘we insult’ vs. toraaméráná ‘we insult for each
other’. The solutionwe propose is that Bickmore’s secondmora accent can be assigned
to CVVCV, producing intermediate sɔɔ́má and raámá.However, since rising tones
are not allowed in Ekegusii, what would be pronounced as LHH with default L is
instead realised HH. The fact that we do not obtain an initial H on longer stems
(*sɔ́ɔ́mɛ́ráná, *rááméráná) suggests that in these forms, the accent is instead
assigned to the third mora (M3). In §5, we will see more evidence for the M3 accent
on longer stems with an initial long vowel syllable.8

Since TP I is otherwise nonproblematic, we need not dwell on it. Bickmore’s
generalisation is that cells in which the stem is preceded by an output toneless mora
will assign the suffixal H according to TP I. This is the first indication that grammatical

7Another approach is to treat the toneless steminitial mora as extrametrical, as in Pulleyblank’s (1986:
172) analysis of Chitonga.

8The different behaviour of penultimate vs. prepenultimate CVV suggests that the former represents a
position of prominence. It should be noted that the contrast between M2 and M3 accent remains even when
the verb is followed by another word: toráámá Kémunto ‘we insult Kemunto’, toraamérá Kémunto ‘we
insult for Kemunto’.
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H cannot be mapped onto the stemwithout knowing what precedes it. A preceding OP,
being toneless, will thus not affect the stem tone, as seen in (8).

(8) a. tɔkɛrɔrá ‘we see it’
tokerutá ‘we throw it’
togesibórá ‘we untie it’
tobagesibórérá ‘we untie it for them’
tɔgɛsɔ́ɔ́má ‘we read it’
tobagɛsɔɔmɛ́rá ‘we read it to/for them’

b. togesíá ‘we grind it’
tokerúgá ‘we cook it’
tokerómá ‘we bite it’
togesúgúmá ‘we push it’
tobagesúgúmérá ‘we push it to/for them’
tokebwáátá ‘we catch it’
tobakebwáátérá ‘we catch it for them’
1PLOP2OP7catchAPPLFV

We will now see that the presence of an OP has consequences in the other two tone
patterns.

4. Bickmore’s Tone Pattern II

The second tone pattern is what Goldsmith (1987) terms the ‘complex pattern’ found
in a number of Lacustrine Bantu languages. Toneless roots still map the suffixal H
from the M2 to the FV. /H/ roots, however, assign the suffixal H only to the FV. In
Ekegusii, TP II is quite restricted as a basic pattern. In fact, among the more than 100
cells of the paradigms surveyed by Cammenga (2002: 442–495), we have found TP II
in only two tenses,9 both of which have the prefix sequence /áka/, e.g. the general
past tense used in nonfocused clauses:10

(9) a. twáákárɔrɛ́tɛ́ ‘we saw’
twáákárutété ‘we threw’
twáágásibórété ‘we untied’

9TP II does arise as an option in TP III when OPs are added. See §5.
10This tense has been identified variously as ‘recent past time reference, with some implication of

emphasis’ (Whiteley 1960: 56), ‘recent present perfect’ (Cammenga 2002: 486) and ‘past completive’
(Kingston 1983: 43). As indicated, HK requires it to be in a dependent clause conflating the three most
recent main clause affirmative past tense, ‘today’ (Past1), ‘yesterday’ (Past2) and ‘within a few days or so’
(Past3), but excluding the remote Past4, which is expressed with a different prefixal tone and TP I: korwa
twáagasúgúmété ‘since we pushed’. Since Cammenga only illustrates the different TAMs with the 
CVC verb roots rut ‘throw’ and róm ‘bite’, we had to test all of the cells with longer verb stems, with
particular attention to those where one could not distinguish TP II and TP III from the two short verb roots.
While most of the cells were identified by HK, a few were not. However, HK’s semantic or grammatical
characterisations of several recognised cells slightly differed from one or more of the above authors.
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twáágásibóréránété ‘we untied for each other’
twáágásɔɔmɛ́tɛ́ ‘we read’
twáágásɔɔmɛ́ránété ‘we read to/for each other’

b. twáákáríeté ‘we ate’
twáákárúgeté ‘we cooked’
twáákárómeté ‘we bit’
twáágásúgumeté ‘we pushed’
twáágásúgumeraneté ‘we pushed to/for each other’
twáákábwááteté ‘we caught’
twáákábwááteraneté ‘we caught for each other’

c. * twáákárieté ‘we ate’
twáákárugété ‘we cooked’
twáákáromété ‘we bit’
twáágásugúmété ‘we pushed’
twáágásugúméránété ‘we pushed to/for each other’
twáákábwaatété ‘we caught’
twáákábwaatéránété ‘we caught for each other’
1PLTAMTAMcatchAPPLRECTAM

As seen, toneless ka (∼ ga) is realised as ká (∼ gá) by HTS from the
preceding prefix /á/. In addition, the SP tó glides before á, which undergoes
compensatory lengthening to produce twáá. Besides /áka/, which becomes
áká by HTS, this TAM is marked by the final inflectional suffix sequence ete
(∼ ɛtɛ) and a H suffixal tone whose M2F mapping in (9a) mirrors what we saw in
TP I. Toneless roots thus show no distinction between TP I and TP II. However, H
roots show two patterns. In the first, reported by Bickmore, the suffixal H is realised
only on the FV, as in (9b). We will refer to this as the FV grammatical H pattern
which, as we will see, can only occur if there also is a H on the first stem mora
(M1). However, HK alternatively produces the alternate realisations in (9c), where
the H roots in trisyllabic and longer stems delink their M1 H and show the same M2F
pattern as toneless roots.11 The questions faced by the data in (9b) are, first, how to
restrict the suffixal H to the FV and, second, how to stop the H of the verb root from
spreading onto the second mora. Concerning the FV pattern, Bickmore (1997: 281
ff.) surveys different approaches that have been explored to account for Goldsmith’s
(1987) ‘complex’ tone pattern, to which others can be added. (For an OT analysis, see
Bickmore 1999.) For our purpose, we are only interested in Bickmore’s generalisation
that the different tone patterns are predictable from the tone of the prestem mora, in
this case the derived H on ká (∼ gá), and that morphological conditioning is not
needed.

11HK reports that she and others can use either realisation, which she confirmed with several other
Ekegusii speakers in Kenya.
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Although we will further discuss the FV H tone pattern in detail in the next section,
let us consider the tonal effects of an OP. As seen in (10a) and (10b), stems with a
∅ tone root do not change their M2F tone pattern, while the stems with a H root in
(10c)–(10f) show the same two TP II possibilities as in (9b) and (9c):

(10) a. twáágákɛrɔrɛ́tɛ́ ‘we saw it’
twáágákerutété ‘we threw it’
twáákágesibórété ‘we untied it’
twáákágɛsɔɔmɛ́tɛ́ ‘we read it’

b. twáákábagesibórérété ‘we untied it for them’
twáákábagɛsɔɔmɛ́rɛ́tɛ́ ‘we read to/for them’

c. twáágákéríeté ‘we ate it’
twáágákérúgeté ‘we cooked it’
twáágákérómeté ‘we bit it’
twáákágésúgumeté ‘we pushed it’
twáágákébwááteté ‘we caught it’

d. twáákábágésúgumereté ‘we pushed it to/for them’
twáákábákébwáátereté ‘we caught it for them’

e. * twáágákerieté ‘we ate it’
twáágákerugété ‘we cooked it’
twáágákeromété ‘we bit it’
twáákágesugúmété ‘we pushed it’
twáágákebwaatété ‘we caught it’

f. twáákábagesugúmérété ‘we pushed it to/for them’
twáákábakebwaatérété ‘we caught it for them’
1PLTAMTAMOP2OP7catchAPPLTAM

Besides the M2F pattern, the forms with toneless roots confirm that the OPs are
underlyingly toneless, whether there is one (10a) or two (10b). In (10c) and (10d),
the OPs are realised H in the FV pattern, whether there is only one (10c) or two
(10d). (See (12) for three OPs.) In the M2F pattern in (10e) and (10f), the OPs are
toneless.

Recalling ábáákórugá ‘the ones who cook’ (/rúg/ ‘cook’) and ábáákórom
á ‘the ones who bite’ (/róm/ ‘bite’) in (4b), the examples in (9c), (10e) and (10f)
provide the second case where a steminitial H needs to be delinked. At the same
time, the H on the OPs in (10c) and (10d) is unexpected: If /ka/ is underlyingly
toneless, with its H resulting from bounded HTS from the preceding á, the following
OP should remain toneless. Now consider the two variants in (10d) and (10f), where
two OPs ba ‘them’ (class 2) and ke (∼ ge) ‘it’ (class 7) occur in succession. The
first option in (10d) shows both OPs with H tones and the stem with FV tone. In the
second option in (10f), the OPs are ∅ and the /H/ verb occurs with a ∅ M1 tone and
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the M2F tone suffix pattern. We formalise these options as in (11), where the suffixal
H is shown as +H in the inputs:

(11) a. Option 1: H tone plateauing
Toneless OPs become H between a H TAM prefix and a H verb root.

/toákabagesúgumereté/

H H +H

→ twáákábágésúgumereté

H H H
b. Option 2: H tone anticipatory shift

The M1 H of a verb root is delinked and relinks to the leftmost toneless
prefix when the latter is preceded by a H TAM prefix.

/toákabagesúgumereté/

H H +H

→ twáákábagesugúmérété

H H H
=

In (11a), H tone plateauing affects /ka/ and toneless OPs wedged between the H
tense prefix á and an M1 root H. The second option relinks the M1 H of the verb
root to the leftmost toneless prefix, in this case /ka/, thereby producing the sameM2F
pattern obtained with underlyingly toneless roots.12 Both processes affect /ka/ and
all OPs, of which up to three can occur, as in (12).13

(12) a. báágátóbágésúgumereté ‘they pushed it to them for us’
b. báágátobagesugúmérété

SP2.TAMTAM1PLOP2OP7pushAPPLTAM

What is crucial is that anticipatory H tone shift does not occur in tenses which
lack a grammatical H. Thus, recalling the examples in (6b), where the parallel TAM
prefix sequence consists of a featureless H tone mora, which lengthens the preceding
vowel, plus toneless /ko/, ábáágótogesúgúmera ‘the ones who push it to/for
us’ cannot be pronounced *ábáágótogesugúmera with delinking of the M1
H. We interpret this to mean that the OCP(H) constraint that Bickmore posits to be
operative in TP II (and TP III, but not TP I) blocks the possibility of the following
two lowerranked constraints both being satisfied: (i) the lexical root /H/ should be
realised on the M1 and (ii) the grammatical H should link to the accented M2 (and
subsequent moras). In Option 1, (ii) is satisfied by the grammatical H linking only to
the FV and a separate rule of H tone plateauing applies to the OPs.14 In Option 2, (i) is

12An alternative to (11b) is that the H of /H/ roots is deleted when preceded by a H tone and an OP or ka
, thereby merging with ∅ roots. In this case, the H of ká would derive from HTS from the preceding TAM
prefix /á/. The prediction is that the same options would be found with other toneless prefixes preceded
by a H. However, among the grammatical H assigning TAMs, /ka/ is the only toneless CV prefix we have
found which is preceded by /H/.

13Because of the unnaturalness of three OPs in sequence, HK initially wondered whether the first OP in
(12b) should not have H tone, finally deciding confidently (and on repeated occasions) that all OPs are ∅.
This is an area where it would be good to investigate all TAMs with more speakers.

14In fact, we might be able to dispense with Bickmore’s ‘derived H’ environment, since the ∅ of a H+∅
prefix sequence will undergo H tone plateauing if the root is /H/. Thus, from (9b), /toákarúgete +H/ ‘we
cooked’ becomes toákárúgete +H not by HTS, but rather by H tone plateauing. Since the latter does not
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satisfied by delinking the root H from the M1 and relinking it to the leftmost toneless
prefix. Although the delinking of the M1 H in Option 2 is not reported by Bickmore,
his analysis does predict that the tone pattern will be M2F when the prestem mora is
toneless. We will next see that the same options are available in Bickmore’s TP III.

5. Bickmore’s Tone Pattern III

TP III doesn’t introduce any new tone patterns, but instead distributes the patterns of
TP I and TP II differently. As seen in the following examples from the (focused) main
clause affirmative hodiernal past tense (Past1), both /H/ and ∅ roots take the same FV
pattern as H tone verbs in TP II.

(13) a. ntwáárɔ́rá ‘we saw’
ntwáárútá ‘we threw’
ntwáásíborá ‘we untied’
ntwáásíboreraná ‘we untied for each other’
ntwáásɔ́ɔmá ‘we read’
ntwáásɔ́ɔmɛ́ráná ‘we read to/for each other’

b. ntwááríá ‘we ate’
ntwáárúgá ‘we cooked’
ntwáárómá ‘we bit’
ntwáásúgumá ‘we pushed’
ntwáásúgumeraná ‘we pushed to/for each other’
ntwáábwáatá ‘we caught’
ntwáábwááteraná ‘we caught for each other’
FOC1PLTAMcatchAPPLRECFV

This TAM is marked by the initial focus prefix n, the prefix á and a H tone FV
á. As seen in (13a), as a result of HTS from the preceding á, the M1 is H even
when the root is underlyingly toneless. However, note that the ∅ root forms in (13a)
are identical to the /H/ root forms in (13b) except for CVVC roots in prepenultimate
position: ntwáásɔ́ɔmɛ́ráná ‘we read for each other’ shows a HL contour on the
verb root followed by H tones, while the verb root in ntwáábwááteraná ‘we
caught for each other’ has a level H tone with a second H only on the FV. The HL
contour on sɔ́ɔmɛ́ráná is clearly due to HTS from the preceding TAM prefix á
onto the toneless root sɔɔm, while the level H of bwááteraná is the result of
stemlevel contour simplification in prepenultimate position.15 The question then is
what allows the suffixal H to map from the third mora (M3) of sɔ́ɔmɛ́ráná, but

apply when the verb root is toneless, /toákarutete +H/ ‘we threw’ will become toákárutete +H instead
by HTS. There thus are two different sources of the H on ká in the ultimate outputs twáákárúgeté and
twáákárutété.

15That contour simplification is a stemlevel process is seen from the fact that HL contours are allowed
to surface in the prefixal domain, e.g. in the general past (Past3), which takes TP I: ntwáarɔrá ‘we saw’,
ntwáarúgá ‘we cooked’.
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not onto the M3 of síboreraná (*síboréráná). The crucial difference is the long
vowel of /sɔɔm/. Recall from TP I in §3 that we proposed that Bickmore’s M2 accent
should instead be assigned to the third mora (M3) of toneless verb bases with an initial
long vowel occurring in prepenultimate position. Underlining the accented mora, the
contrast would be between sɔ́ɔmerana and síborerana. Assuming that TP III
differs from TP I in not allowing an OCP(H) violation (see also below), if the accent
is on M2, the suffixal H will not be able to link to it; but if it is on M3, as in sɔ́ɔmɛr
ana, it will. What this means is that the accent must be on M2 in bwááteraná to
make sure that *bwáatéráná is not derived.

As in the case of TP II /H/ roots, two additional problems need to be addressed.
First, it is surprising that the M1 H of /H/ roots does not spread onto the M2. Bickmore
considers, but rejects, the possibility of restricting HTS from applying when the FV
is H. Instead, he proposes that HTS is restricted from targeting accented M2. Since
TAMs which lack a suffixal H also lack an accent, the root H does in such cases spread
onto the following accentless M2, as was seen in (3b) and (4b).

The second problem is how to restrict the suffixal H to the FV. Bickmore’s insight
is that it has to do with the fact that both /H/ and ∅ verb roots have an M1 H tone,
the latter receiving its H from HTS. While TP I does not care if the root /H/ plus M2F
pattern violates the OCP, TP II and TP III do. Thus, in TP II and TP III, suffixal H will
reach the M2 (and all successive moras) only if the M1 is toneless. This is supported
by the two OP patterns we saw in TP II, analysed as in (11). In (14), we see that the
same options are available in TP III.

(14) a. ntwáákɛ́rɔrá ‘we saw it’
ntwáákérutá ‘we threw it’
ntwáágésibórá ‘we untied it’
ntwáágɛ́sɔ́ɔmá ‘we read it’

b. ntwáábágesibórérá ‘we untied it for them’
ntwáábágɛsɔɔmɛ́rá ‘we read it to/for them’

c. ntwáákéríá ‘we ate it’
ntwáákérúgá ‘we cooked it’
ntwáákérómá ‘we bit it’
ntwáágésúgumá ‘we pushed it’
ntwáákébwáatá ‘we caught it’

d. ntwáábágésúgumerá ‘we pushed to/for them’
ntwáábákébwááter á ‘we caught it for them’

e. ntwáákérugá ‘we cooked it’
ntwáákéromá ‘we bit it’
ntwáágésugúmá ‘we pushed it’
ntwáákébwaatá ‘we caught it’
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f. ntwáábágesugúmérá ‘we pushed it to/for them’
ntwáábákebwaatér á ‘we caught it for them’
FOC1PLTAMOP2OP7catchAPPLFV

In stems with ∅ verb roots in (14a) and (14b), the tone pattern is M2F. The first (or
only) OP is H as a result of HTS from the preceding á TAM prefix. The second OP
in (14b) is ∅, as expected. Turning to stems with a /H/ root, the FV tone pattern is seen
with H on the one or two OPs in (14c) and (14d) vs. the M2F pattern with H only on
the first (or only) OP in (14e) and (14f). Again, this is identical to what was seen for
/H/ roots in TP II. Hence, the alternates in (14) can be accounted for by the same rule
options in (11).

This completes our discussion of Bickmore’s three tone patterns. As demonstrated,
mapping of the grammatical H to the stem requires a wordlevel phonological interac
tion with the preceding prefixes. In the following section, we present further evidence
from some additional minor patterns which diverge from TP I–III.

6. Other tone patterns

In the preceding sections, we have seen that different Ekegusii TAMs are exponed by
one of four suffixal stem tone patterns, which we number TP 0–III in Table 1. As also
seen, we have added three more tone patterns, TP IV, TP V and TP VI (P = penult),
which will be discussed in this section.

Setting aside TP VI for the moment (where the suffixal H maps from the M2 to
the penult), the cells in Table 1 all contain one of the three tonal possibilities we
have seen in preceding discussion: ∅, M2F and FV. Not indicated in the table is the
M1 root /H/ in all of the TPs (which spreads to M2 in the ∅ cells) or the M1 H on
∅ tone roots which results from HTS from a preceding /H/ prefix. Thus, in TP I,
the H span begins from the M1 if the root is /H/, otherwise from M2, and similarly
for TP VI. Perhaps the most basic distinction is between the ∅ cells, which are not
assigned a grammatical H, and the others, which are. This clearly is a morphological
issue. The second is whether the differences seen in cells with a suffixal H can be
predicted from the tone of the immediate prestem prefix, as Bickmore proposed,
or whether morphological information is also needed. In other words, is the choice

Table 1. Stem tone patterns in Ekegusii.

H root ∅ root context (Bickmore)

TP 0 ∅ ∅
TP I M2F M2F after ∅
TP II FV M2F after derived H
TP III FV FV after underlying H
TP IV M2F FV
TP V ∅ M2F
TP VI M2P M2P
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between M2F and FV mapping based purely on the wordlevel phonological context,
or must reference be made to the morphology and syntax (TAM, polarity, clause type),
as in most other Bantu languages? As seen in the context column in Table 1, Bickmore
suggests that TP I–III can be predicted from the tone of the preceding prefix. While
this works in the majority of cases, we will now briefly present the exceptional TPs
IV–VI, which also support the main point of this article, that the stem tone patterns
require ‘outer’ access to properties of the full word.

6.1 Tone Pattern IV

TP IV has been found only in the main and relative clause affirmative forms of two
related TAMs. The first is identified by Cammenga (2002: 480) as a generic expressing
an ‘untimed truth or fact’:

(15) a. tɔ́rɔ́rɛtɛ́ ‘we see’
tórúteté ‘we throw’
tósíboreté ‘we untie’
tósíboreraneté ‘we untie for each other’
tɔ́sɔ́ɔmɛ́tɛ́ ‘we read’
tɔ́sɔ́ɔmɛ́ránɛ́tɛ́ ‘we read to/for each other’

b. tóríété ‘we eat’
tórúgété ‘we cook’
tórómété ‘we bite’
tósúgúmété ‘we push’
tósúgúméránété ‘we push to/for each other’
tóbwáátété ‘we catch’
tóbwáátéránété ‘we catch for each other’
1PLcatchAPPLRECTAM

As seen in (15), the tone patterns are the reverse of TP II: ∅ root verb stems have
FV tone in (15a), while /H/ root verb stems have M2F in (15b). Since the preceding
(and only) prefix tó ‘1PL subject’ has an underlying /H/ tone, (15a) is as expected.
However, (15b) curiously has the M2F pattern of TP I which Bickmore predicts to
occur only when the preceding prefix is output toneless, not H.

Cammenga (2002: 471) identifies the other TP IV TAM as ‘resultative present
perfect’, although we prefer ‘inverse present perfect’, to indicate that the subject is not
the actor, rather occurs as the object in the resulting state. The form is identical to the
untimed truth TAM except that it ends in ire (although we have added an applicative
suffix in three examples, realised ɛ́ and é):

(16) a. tɔ́rɔ́riré ‘we have been seen now’
tórútiré ‘we have been thrown now’
tósíboiré ‘we have been untied now’
tɔ́sɔ́ɔmɛ́íré ‘we have been read to now’
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b. tórómíré ‘we have been bitten now’
tósúgúmíré ‘we have been pushed now’
tósúgúméíré ‘we have been pushed to now’
tóbwáátíré ‘we have been caught now’
tóbwáátéíré ‘we have been caught for now’
1PLcatchAPPLRECTAM

As seen, the ∅ root verbs take the FV H tone pattern in (16a), while /H/ root verb
stems are all H in (16b). No other TAMs have been found which take TP IV, although
the same TP IV is found in the corresponding relative clauses: á↓bárúteté ‘the ones
who throw’, á↓bárúgété ‘the ones who cook’, á↓bárútiré ‘the ones who have been
thrown’ and á↓bárómíré ‘the ones who have been bitten’ (where ↓ indicates the
lowering or ‘downstepping’ of the following H tones).

The question is whether one can provide a phonological account for the unexpected
reversal of the FV and M2F patterns in TP IV or whether morphological marking is
required. To apply Bickmore’s context generalisation and assign the M2F pattern in
(15b) and (16b), we need the H tone subject prefix to be interpreted as ∅, but only
when the root is /H/. The most direct way would be for the SP to have a polar tone:
∅ before /H/ verb roots, H before ∅ roots. This, however, would have to be followed
by an ad hoc rule attracting the root /H/ onto the toneless SP only in these TAMs.16
Another possibility is that the SP is ∅, but is preceded by a floating H tone, as in (17),
where +H represents the grammatical H:

(17) a. /ˊtorutete/

H +H

→ tórutete

H +H

→ tórútete

H +H

→ tórúteté

H H

‘we throw’

b. /ˊtorúgete/

H H +H

→ torúgete

H H +H

→ torúgété

H H H+

→ tórúgété

H H H

‘we cook’

As seen, the inputs maintain a general ∅ SM /to/ preceded, however, by a floating
H tone. In (17a), the floating H links to the SP and then triggers HTS onto the toneless
root. Since the M1 is now H, the suffixal H then links only to the FV. In (17b), the
floating H initially stays floating, since to link would place it adjacent to the M1 H of
the root. Since to is still toneless, the M2F pattern is next assigned. The last step is
for the floating H to link to the SM.

While one might propose other exceptional marking of the SP or an exceptional
rule, the above shows oneway that the reverse unexpectedmapping of the grammatical
H can be made to follow from Bickmore’s contextual phonological conditioning as in
TP I–III. Since TP IV has been found only in these two TAMs, it could equally well
be implemented by direct reference to the appropriate morphosyntactic features.

16Note also the curious fact that these two TAMs are the only main clause forms that have an initial
underlyingly /H/ SP, i.e. not preceded by a focus or negative prefix. Most SPs are /H/ in relative clauses
(§7) and in the subjunctive.
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6.2 Tone Pattern V

TP V is limited to the imperative affirmative, used both for singular and plural
addressees. As seen in (18), stems with a ∅ root acquire the M2F pattern, while those
with a /H/ root have no suffixal H, hence a polar tone pattern:

(18) a. rɔrá ‘see!’
rutá ‘throw!’
sibórá ‘untie!’
sibórérá ‘untie for!’
sɔ́ɔ́má ‘read!’
sɔɔmɛ́rá ‘read to!’

b. karíá ‘eat!’
rugá ‘cook!’
romá ‘bite!’
súgúma ‘push!’
súgúmera ‘push to!’
bwáata ‘catch!’
bwáátera ‘catch for!’
catchAPPLFV

The ∅ root verbs in (18a) follow the M2F pattern without any complication. The
/H/ root verbs in (18b) clearly have no suffixal H, although CVCV stems delink the
H of their first syllable. (Monosyllabic verb roots are all /H/ and take a ka prefix in
the imperative.) Interestingly, since there is no prefix, Bickmore’s generalisations do
not apply. While it would seem that the absence of a prefix might be equated with a
∅ tone prefix in order for ∅ tone roots to acquire the M2F pattern and /H/ tone roots
to delink their M1 H, this does not explain why /H/ roots do not receive a suffixal
H. Although TP V directly reflects Meeussen’s (2014: 34) ‘contrastive’ imperative
tone pattern (H after ∅, ∅ after H), since no other TAM is marked in this way, we
assume that a specific exceptional assignment is necessary (cf. Schadeberg 1989:
37–38).

6.3 Tone Pattern VI

TP VI is also very restricted, having been found in only two contexts. The first is when
an OP is added to the imperative affirmative:

(19) a. kɛrɔ́rɛ ‘see it!’
kerúte ‘throw it!’
gesibóre ‘untie it!’
gɛsɔ́ɔ́mɛ ‘read it!’

b. bagesibórére ‘untie it for them!’
bagɛsɔɔmɛ́rɛ ‘read it to/for them!’
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c. gesíé ‘grind it!’
keríé ‘eat it!’
kerúge ‘cook it!’
keróme ‘bite it!’
gesúgúme ‘push it!’
kebwáátɛ ‘catch it!’

d. bagesúgúmére ‘push it to/for them!’
bakebwáátére ‘catch it for them!’
OP2OP7catchAPPLFV

First note that the OP conditions a change of the FV /a/ of the bare imperative seen
in TP V to /ɛ/, another outwardlooking effect.17 Tonally, TP VI appears to be related
to the M2F of TP I except that the suffixal H maps only as far as the penultimate
syllable. The toneless roots in (19a) thus show an M2P pattern with one OP, while the
same pattern is observed in (19b) with two OPs. /H/ roots realise their M1 H followed
by the same M2P suffix H mapping both with one OP in (19c) or two in (19d). The
second environment concerns the relative forms of certain TAMs whose SP has ∅
tone. Since this provides an even more convincing case of ‘outward’ grammatical tone
mapping, it will be treated separately in the following section.

7. Initial/final tone agreement

As seen in the preceding sections, six tone pairings have been found in verb stems. In
this section, we address a phenomenon that affects 9 of the 80 filled cells outlined in
black in Table A.1 in the Appendix. As reported in a number of other Bantu languages
(Nsuka Nkutsi 1982: 189; Schadeberg 1989; Bickmore 2007: 246; Hyman 2012: 109,
2014: 48–50; Rolle & Bickmore 2022) and proposed as a reconstruction in Proto
Bantu (Meeussen 1967: 113–114), certain TAMs in Ekegusii subject relative clauses
show a curious tonal agreement between the subject prefix at the left edge and the final
vowel at the right edge.18 To begin, consider the TP III forms of the subject relative
clause today past negative (Past1) with a H tone human plural class 2 SP bá:19

17The FV /ɛ/ harmonises to [e] after all vowels except /a/. The fact that OPs have special properties is
not unique to Ekegusii, as numerous studies have shown the need for an OP+verb stem constituent known
as the ‘macrostem’, e.g. in Kinande (Mutaka 1994: 17–20). Another noteworthy fact is that forms like gɛ
sɔ́ɔ́mɛ ‘read it!’ and kebwáátɛ ‘catch it!’ provide the only HL pattern on a CVVCV stem that we have
found. Recall from §2 that an M1 /H/ does not trigger HTS in a CVVCV stem, e.g. kobwáata ‘to catch’,
since *kobwááta is otherwise avoided.

18While Meeussen (1967: 113) refers to the agreement as tonal harmony, the first author recalls from the
1972 Colloquium on African Languages and Linguistics (CALL, Leiden University) Meeussen and others
discussing it as the Law of Initials and Finals. In their study of Cilungu, Rolle & Bickmore (2022) refer to
it as ‘first–last tone harmony’.

19Relative forms are presented as they would appear after a head noun: ábanto bátáásíborá ‘(the)
people who didn’t untie’, ábanto bátáásúgumá ‘(the) people who didn’t push’, etc. In the absence of a
head noun, an additional ‘augment’ must be used, e.g. class 2 /á/ in ábátáásíborá ‘they/the ones who
didn’t untie’ and class 8 /é/ in ébítáásúgumá ‘the ones which didn’t push’ (cf. (4) and (6) above). The
presence or absence of a head noun or augment does not affect the tone pattern of the verb stem.
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(20) a. bátáárɔ́rá ‘…who didn’t see’
bátáárútá ‘…who didn’t throw’
bátáásíborá ‘…who didn’t untie’
bátáásíboreraná ‘…who didn’t untie for each other’
bátáásɔ́ɔmá ‘…who didn’t read’
bátáásɔ́ɔmɛ́ráná ‘…who didn’t read to/for each other’

b. bátááríá ‘…who didn’t eat’
bátáárúgá ‘…who didn’t cook’
bátáárómá ‘…who didn’t bite’
bátáásúgumá ‘…who didn’t push’
bátáásúgumeraná ‘…who didn’t push to/for each other’
bátáábwáatá ‘…who didn’t catch’
bátáábwááteraná ‘…who didn’t catch for each other’
SP2TAMcatchAPPLRECFV

The forms in (20) have the same TP III FV H patterns that were exemplified in
§5: Both ∅ and /H/ root verbs have a H on their M1 and their FV, with the exception
of bátáásɔ́ɔmɛ́ráná ‘…who didn’t read to/for each other’, whose H on the third
to last moras was addressed in §5. A H on the FV is found in every main clause
TAM with TP III as well as relative clause TAMs whose SP is underlyingly /H/,
as in the case of human plural class 2 /bá/ and most other noun classes (cf. plural
class 8 /bí/: bítáásíborá ‘…which didn’t untie’, bítáásúgumá ‘…which didn’t
push’).

While most SPs in subject relative clauses have the shape CV with /H/ tone, the
three classes with an SP of shape V are ∅ tone: singular human class 1 o, plural
class 4 e and singular class 9 e.Now compare the corresponding singular forms with
singular human class 1 o in (21).20

(21) a. otáárɔra ‘…who didn’t see’
otááruta ‘…who didn’t throw’
otáásibora ‘…who didn’t untie’

20Curiously, the H of the TAM prefix /á/ does not trigger HTS when the verb stem is toneless in (21a)
vs. (20a). In the first three examples of (21b), the H of the M1 has undergone HTS and initial delinking,
as originally seen in the examples in (4). All of this suggests a L effect between /á/ and the stem. In the
absence of a head noun, class 1 requires the augment óyo, derived from the class 1 proximal demonstrative
oyo ‘this’. Note that class 1 exhibits another widespread Bantu property of having a different SP form o in
subject relative clauses vs. a in main and other clause types, e.g. asibórá ‘s/he unties’, asúgúmá ‘s/he
pushes’. The reason for citing the negative Past1 forms in (21) is that toneless o fuses with the affirmative
TAM prefix á as ó, thereby obscuring the initial/final tonal agreement in the output: /oásibora/ → ó
sibora ‘…who (sg.) untied’ (cf. báásíborá ‘…who (pl.) untied’). Note, however, that while all subject
relatives spell out the class 1 SP as o, not all show the initial/final agreement. Thus, corresponding negative
relative of the generic TAM in (23) below shows no tonal difference in TP III bátásúgumetí ‘…who don’t
push’, otásúgumetí ‘…who doesn’t push’.
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otáásiborera ‘…who didn’t untie for’
otáásɔɔma ‘…who didn’t read’
otáásɔɔmɛra ‘…who didn’t read to/for’

b. otáária ‘…who didn’t eat’
otáárugá ‘…who didn’t cook’
otááromá ‘…who didn’t bite’
otáásúgúma ‘…who didn’t push’
otáásúgúmera ‘…who didn’t push to/for’
otáábwáata ‘…who didn’t catch’
otáábwáátera ‘…who didn’t catch for’
SP1NEGTAMcatchAPPLFV

As seen, the ∅ root stems are completely toneless in (21a), while the /H/ root stems
in (21b) have only the M1 H, which spreads onto M2 (except obwáata ‘…who
caught’, as we saw in §2). What is clear is that the suffixal H is not present when the
SP is toneless. This remains so when OPs are present:

(22) a. otáákɛrɔra ‘…who didn’t see it’
otáákeruta ‘…who didn’t throw it’
otáágesibora ‘…who didn’t untie it’
otáátogesiborera ‘…who didn’t untie it for us’
otáágɛsɔɔma ‘…who didn’t read it’
otáátɔgɛsɔɔmɛra ‘…who didn’t read it to/for us’

b. otáákeríá ‘…who didn’t eat it’
otáákerúgá ‘…who didn’t cook it’
otáákerómá ‘…who didn’t bite it’
otáágesúgúma ‘…who didn’t push it’
otáátogesúgúmera ‘…who didn’t push it to/for us’
otáákebwáata ‘…who didn’t catch it’
otáátokebwáátera ‘…who didn’t catch it for us’
SP1NEGTAM1PLOP7TAMcatchAPPLFV

The diachronic source of the SP/FV tonal agreement has been known for some
time. As stated by Meeussen (1971: 10; emphasis in the original): ‘…instead of tonal
harmony at a distance, there is a repetition of the initial morpheme at the end of the
word, but in such a way that it is reduced to mere [high] tone – except if this repetition
is propped up by a pronominal (e) or anaphoric (o) support, as in Swahili….’ (cf.
Schadeberg 1989; Hyman 2022). While the facts differ, after considering different
synchronic interpretations of initial/final tonal agreement occurring in a small set of
TAMs in Cilungu, Rolle & Bickmore (2022) opt for an allomorphy solution, rather
than a morphologically conditioned phonological rule that would delete the final H
just when the SP is Ø in the affected relative TP III TAMs.
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There is a complication, however. Absence of the final H in (21) and (22) is a pattern
that occurs only in the TP III relative forms that show initial/final tone agreement (see
the blackoutlined orange cells in the Appendix). A different sensitivity to the tone of
the SP is found in TP IV which, recall, inverts the FV and M2F tone patterns of TP
II, and also in one TP I TAM, the dubitative perfect. Consider first the relative forms
with the H human plural class 2 SP bá in the TP IV generic TAM seen earlier in (15).

(23) a. bárɔ́rɛtɛ́ ‘…who see’
bárúteté ‘…who throw’
básíboreté ‘…who untie’
básíboreraneté ‘…who untie for each other’
básɔ́ɔmɛ́tɛ́ ‘…who read’
básɔ́ɔmɛ́ránɛ́tɛ́ ‘…who read to/for each other’

b. báríété ‘…who eat’
bárúgété ‘…who cook’
bárómété ‘…who bite’
básúgúmété ‘…who push’
básúgúméránété ‘…who push to/for each other’
bábwáátété ‘…who catch’
bábwáátéránété ‘…who catch for each other’
AUGSP2catchAPPLRECTAM

The ∅ root verbs have an FV stem tone pattern in (23a), while the /H/ root
verbs have an M2F stem tone pattern in (23b), hence TP IV. Now compare with the
corresponding singular human class 1 forms in (24).

(24) a. orɔrɛ́tɛ ‘…who sees’
orutéte ‘…who throws’
osibóréte ‘…who unties’
osibóréréte ‘…who unties for’
osɔɔmɛ́tɛ ‘…who reads’
osɔɔmɛ́rɛ́tɛ ‘…who reads to/for’

b. oríéte ‘…who eats’
orúgéte ‘…who cooks’
oróméte ‘…who bites’
osúgúméte ‘…who pushes’
osúgúméréte ‘…who pushes to/for’
obwáátéte ‘…who catches’
obwáátéréte ‘…who catches for’
SP1catchAPPLTAM
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As seen, with the class 1 ∅ tone SP o, we now obtain TP VI, i.e. H from the M2
to the penult. In (24b), the only change from the M2F mapping in (23b) is that the
final syllable is ∅. However, in (24a), instead of the FV H pattern in (23a), the H also
maps from the M2 to the penult. The reason for this differ realisation is clear from
what we have seen above: In this TAM, the SP occurs immediately before the verb
stem. Thus, when a ∅ tone SP is substituted for a /H/ SP, the M2F tone patterns is
assigned, as per Bickmore’s generalisation. This M2H pattern is then subjected to the
delinking of the H of the FV to agree with the subject ∅ tone. Support for this is seen
from the dubitative perfect in (25), the only TP I TAM which shows initial/final tone
agreement. As illustrated with the verbs sibor ‘untie’ and súgum,M2F is observed
in (25a) vs.M2P in (25b).

(25) a. bágásibórété ‘…who (pl.) might have untied’
bágásúgúmété ‘…who (pl.) might have pushed’

b. ogasibóréte ‘…who (sg.) might have untied’
ogasúgúméte ‘…who (sg.) might have pushed’
SP1TAMpushTAM

While we must arbitrarily identify which cells will be affected, we can conclude,
following Meeussen, that the tonal agreement is what is left of an earlier case of
multiple exponence, where a final segmental relative enclitic was marked for noun
class with the same noun class tone as the subject prefix (∅ in classes 1, 4 and 9 vs.
H in the others).21 What we are left with is a case where the tonal pattern of the stem
must know what the tone is of the SP, hence a quite dramatic case of the stem having
to look outward to the full word – contrary to a cyclic or stratal phonology.

8. Discussion

In the preceding sections, we have established that there are six different mapping
patterns of suffixal H. Three of these directly follow Bickmore’s TP I–III phonological
conditioning, of which TP I and TP III are quite general, while TP II and TP IV–VI are
more restrictive. As mentioned, it is quite unusual for suffixal H mapping differences
to be phonologically predictable. In other Bantu languages, the distributions are
determined by specific TAMs, which may have different realisations in affirmative vs.
negative and main vs. relative clause. In Bickmore’s analysis, the presence vs. absence
of a suffixal H is encoded by the M2 accent, which then plays a role in determining the
mapping of the same input suffixal /H/. This is clearly an innovation which works for
the core TAMs but not some of the outliers. In §7, we saw that the dubitative perfect

21In some languages such as Cilungu (Rolle & Bickmore 2022), the initial/final tone agreement may
have spread from relative to main clauses (cf. Schadeberg 1989: 38–40). On the other hand, the M2P tone
of imperative TP VI is not likely to represent a tonal agreement with the toneless OP, at least historically,
since some of the OPs reconstruct with H tone (Meeussen 1967: 97). Unfortunately there is no H tone OP to
test the relation in Ekegusii, as even the historically H tone reflexive prefix is realised ∅ in the imperative:
esibórére ‘tie for yourself!’, esúgúmére ‘push towards yourself!’. Its historical *H is seen only in TP
0, where it assigns a H to M1 of toneless stems, as in the present TAM: tóógósibora ‘we untie’, tóógó
esíbora ‘we untie ourselves’.
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was the only TP I TAMwhose relative forms showed initial/final tone agreement. This
TAM in fact shows another irregularity in the main clause affirmative:

(26) a. ntókárɔrɛ́tɛ́ ‘we might have seen’
ntókárutété ‘we might have thrown’
ntógásibórété ‘we might have untied’
ntógásibóréránété ‘we might have untied for each other’
ntógásɔɔmɛ́tɛ́ ‘we might have read’
ntógásɔɔmɛ́ránété ‘we might have read to/for each other’

b. ntókáríété ‘we might have eaten’
ntókárúgété ‘we might have cooked’
ntókárómété ‘we might have bitten’
ntógásúgúmété ‘we might have pushed’
ntógásúgúméránété ‘we might have pushed to/for each other’
ntókábwáátété ‘we might have caught’
ntókábwáátéránété ‘we might have caught for each other’

c. * ntókárieté ‘we might have eaten’
ntókárugété ‘we might have cooked’
ntókáromété ‘we might have bitten’
ntógásugúmété ‘we might have pushed’
ntógásugúméránété ‘we might have pushed to/for each other’
ntókábwaatété ‘we might have caught’
ntókábwaatéránété ‘we might have caught for each other’
1PLTAMTAMcatchAPPLRECTAM

As seen in (26a) and (26b), this TAM clearly takes TP I with the grammatical H
assigned from the second mora to the final vowel. Note, however, that the stem is
preceded by a derived H rather than a toneless prefix. The prefix /ka/ is underlyingly
∅ but becomes H by HTS from the exceptionally H SP tó in (26a). The two sets
of examples in (26b) and (26c) show the same H tone plateauing and anticipatory
H tone shift options from (11). Since the H of ká (∼ gá) is derived, Bickmore
would predict that we should get TP II here, as we saw with /áka/ in (9). In order
to preserve Bickmore’s account, we would have to say that HTS applies earlier to á
ka to produce a derived H that can impose TP II and applies later to tóka so that the
∅ of ka can condition TP I. Of course, we note that á is a tense marker, while tó
is a subject marker, but initial/final tone agreement tells us that the stem should have
access to the SP as well as everything after it. We thus see that there is another case
where assignment of the stem tone pattern has to be morphologically conditioned.

This TAMspecific finding and the need for ‘wholeword’ grammatical condition
ing to produce TP IV–VI should not be surprising. As was shown in (1), the relevant
morphological input is more fully expressed in the inflectional prefixes (SPNEGTAM
OP) than in the suffixes. As seen in the Appendix, the inflectional suffixes and tonal
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melodies provide a limited number of contrasts which distinguish the meanings of
the different cells only in conjunction with the prefixal exponents.22 Why then should
we expect that the stem tonal melodies be mapped without reference to the rest of the
verb? As mentioned in the introduction, within Bantu, there have been two reasons for
viewing the prosodic stem as the relevant domain. First, as we have seen, the placement
of H tones is calculated with respect to stem edges, thusM1,M2, FV. This is reinforced
by the fact that Ekegusii, unlike certain other Bantu languages (cf. note 17), shows no
need to include the OPs in calculating M2, for instance.

The second reason is that segmental phonology and prosodic morphology are
often restricted to the stem (Downing 1999), e.g. vowel harmony and verb stem
reduplication. Interestingly, Ekegusii is one of a minority of Eastern Bantu languages
where rootcontrolled vowel harmony not only affects suffixes, but also prefixes
(Hyman 1999: 240), as has been seen in many of the above examples where the
infinitive prefix /ko/ and the class 7 OP /ke/ are realised kɔ/gɔ and kɛ/gɛ before
the root vowels /ɛ/ and /ɔ/ (cf. Whiteley 1960: 3–4; Omwansa Mariera 2018, among
others). However, unlike tone mapping, the root of the inner stem triggers the vowel
harmony of the outer prefixes, rather than the reverse. Concerning reduplication, while
other Bantu languages can copy the full verb stem, the more than 300 examples
in Bosire & Machogu (2013) glossed ‘repeatedly, now and again’ show that verb
reduplication is limited to a copied CVCa structure followed by the full stem. The
infinitive forms in (27) confirmed by HK show truncation of a longer lexicalised verb
base:23

(27) a. korangeria ‘to call’ koranga+rangeria
kobusura ‘to sow, scatter seeds’ kobusa+busura
konacherera ‘to omit’ konacha+nacherera
gotengeecha ‘to tremble, shake’ gotenga+tengeecha

b. gokɔ́rɔ́ra ‘to cough’ gokɔ́rá+kɔrɔra
gocháróka ‘jump’ gochárá+charoka
komámáanta ‘touch gently’ komámá+mamaanta
gokúndéka ‘knot together’ gokúndá+kundeka

Taken together, vowel harmony and reduplication show a striking disregard for the
stem domain, which has less importance in Ekegusii than in other Bantu languages.
This is perhaps most noteworthy in the case of initial/final tone agreement.24 As

22Ekegusii does have some rather nice subregularities, such as those seen in the past tenses, where the
suffixal distinctions are secondary to the prefixes. Thus, Past1 and Past2 are first classed together with the
H prefix á and Past3 and Past4 with the ∅ prefix a, and each pair is then distinguished by a temporally
nearer FV a vs. more distant ete.While ete might thus be interpreted as having an ‘anterior’ meaning, it
is also used in the generic TAM, which is translated as an unmarked present in (15), (23) and (24). a is the
default FV on verbs both in Ekegusii and in Bantu in general.

23Limitation to the FV a is seen in forms such as the subjunctive, whose FV e cannot appear in the
bisyllabic reduplicant: tóbárómá+rómé ‘let’s bite them repeatedly’, tóbásúgá+súgúmé ‘let’s push
them repeatedly’ (*tóbárómé+rómé, *tóbásúgú+súgúmé, *tóbásúgé+súgúmé).

24We should not, however, assume that all Bantu languages with initial/final tone agreement show as
much disregard for the stem domain. Amore canonical languagewith initial/final tone agreement is Cilungu,
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mentioned, Rolle & Bickmore (2022) propose that in Cilungu the H vs. L tone on the
FV represents an allomorphy that must look outward to the subject SP tone. Another
possibility is that initial/final tone agreement remains a case of synchronic multiple
exponence (recall the quote from Meeussen) and can thus be compared to past tenses
which are marked with either an á or a prefix, an a or ete final suffix and a tone
pattern. While it is hard to determine what the empirical differences might be between
these two approaches, they clearly agree that a cyclic (‘bottomup’) or stratal (‘inside
out’) analysis would be quite awkward to implement, at best. Since tone provides part
of the spellout of the morphology, tonal dependencies between the ‘inner’ stem and
‘outer’ word morphology should be as unsurprising as segmental allomorphs – all of
which can show different forms in main vs. relative clauses.

To summarise, Bickmore’s (1997, 1999) case for outward phonologically condi
tioning of stem tone mapping is a reasonable approach to the majority TAMs where
this works. There are, however, additional tone patterns that require separate treatment.
While we have framed the discussion in terms of traditional derivational phonology,
whether one were to instead adopt a constraintbased analysis, as in Bickmore (1999),
and delve deeper into the properties of phonological vs. morphological conditioning,
one truth shines through the Ekegusii material, supporting Rolle & Bickmore (2022):
Stem tone cannot be assigned from inside out, i.e. stem first, then word. As we
have repeatedly seen, the suffixal tones must have access to the prefixes. While we
have attempted to provide a more comprehensive treatment of the grammatical tone
assignment properties of Ekegusii, what we have left out are two things: (i) a more
formal account in terms of a phonology–morphology–syntax interface model and (ii)
further discussion of the reconstruction and historical development of the tonal facts
(cf. Hyman 2022). We hope that the documentation in this article, the Appendix, and
the Supplementary Material will stimulate further development of both in Ekegusii, in
Bantu, and more generally wherever such phenomena may reside.

Appendix

Table A.1 presents the segmental and tonal properties of the 24 TAMs listed in the
first column, as they appear in affirmative and negative main and relative clauses. The
different tone patterns are marked by hatching and (in the online version) colours, as
follows: TP 0: ∅ (yellow dots); TP I: M2F (green diagonal hatching), TP II: M2F
FV (orange crosshatching), TP III: FV (red vertical hatching), TP IV: FVM2F (solid
light grey), TP V: ØM2F (solid dark grey), TP VI: M2P (blue horizontal hatching).
Outlined cells indicate forms that are subject to initial/final tone agreement. Cells
which do not occur in relative clauses are left white. The following abbreviations
appear in the table: SP (subject prefix); OP (object prefix); R (root).

which both restricts vowel harmony to the stem and has full verb stem reduplication (Bickmore 2007:
30–39, 316–325). Both prefixal vowel harmony and truncated verb stem reduplication are clearly innovative
in Ekegusii.
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Table A.1. Realisation of TAMs in different clause types.
Main Clause Aff Rel Clause Aff Main Clause Neg Rel Clause Neg

Habitual
Present
Progressive
Perfect
Past1
Past2
Past3
Past4
Generic
Perf ‘since’
Perfect Inverse
Past12 Inverse
Past234 Inverse
Future1=Prog
Future234
Imperative
+Obj prefix

Subjunctive
+Obj prefix

Should
Past23 consec
Dubitative pres
Dubitative perf
Infinitive

SP-R-a SP-á-ko-R-a ti-SP-:-ko-R-a SP-tá-ko-R-a
SP -ok-́:- R-a SP-á-ko-R-a ti-SP-rí-ko-R-a SP-a-táá-ko-R-a
ń-ko-R-a SP-ré SP-á-ko-R-a ti-SP-rí-ko-R-a SP-tá-rí-ko-R-a
SP-a-R-ire SP-a-R-ire ti-SP-ráa-R-a SP-tá-ráa-R-a
SP-á-R-a SP-á-R-a ti-SP-R-etí SP-tá-á-R-a
SP-á-R-ete SP-á-R-ete ti-SP-á-R-ete SP-tá-á-R-ete
ń-SP-a-R-a SP-a-R-a ti-SP-a-R-ete SP-tá-a-R-a
ń-SP-a-R-ete SP-a-R-ete ti-SP-a-R-ete SP-tá-a-R-ete
ń-SP-R-ete SP-R-ete ti-SP-R-etí SP-tá-R-etí
SP-á-ka-R-ete SP-táá-ka-R-ete
SP-R-ire SP-R-ire ti-SP-R-iri SP-tá-R-iri
SP-á-R-ire SP-á-R-ire ti-SP-á-R-ire SP-tá-á-R-ire
SP-a-R-ire SP-a-R-ire ti-SP-a-R-ire SP-tá-a-R-ire
ń-ko-R-a SP-ré SP-á-ko-R-a ti-SP-rí-ko-R-a SP-tá-rí-ko-R-a
ń-SP-ché SP-R-ɛ́ SP -okahc-ok-:́- R ti-SP-ko-cha ko-R SP-tá-rí-ko-cha ko-R-a
R-a tó-o-R-a
OP-R-ɛ tó-o-OP-R-a
SP-R-ɛ ti-SP-:-R-a
SP-OP-R-ɛ ti-SP-OP-R-ɛ
SP-á-R-a ti-SP-:-R-a
SP-ka-R-a ti-SP-R-etí
ń-SP-R-e SP-ráa-R-e ń-SP-:-kó-R-a SP-tá-a-R-e
ń-SP-ka-R-ete SP-ka-R-ete n-SP-ka-R-etí SP-tá-ka-R-eti
ko-R-a ko-tá-R-a

Note:We have left out variants, e.g. indicators of TAMs that can appear both with and without the focus marker n, and
main clause negatives whose prefix ti can be replaced by a homorganic nasal when the SP is consonantinitial. There
also are more possibilities than the above, with other postSP auxiliarylike elements such as ráa, which often has an
attenuating meaning (‘sort of do X’) and nyá, which often has a continuous meaning (‘be doing X’), which can appear
in various TAMs with different semantic effects.

Supplementary material. An audio recording in which the authors read all the numbered examples in this
article is posted as an online supplement at https://doi.org/10.1017/S0952675723000118.
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